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**Day by Day**

introduces an easy way to keep proper cash records.

**RETAILERS ACCOUNT BOOK.**

A must for all retailers and small businesses who take in cash everyday.

The retailers Account Book has been designed to help retailers and small businesses keep proper cash records of their sales everyday:

- Hairdressers
- Boutiques
- Supermarkets
- Restaurant
- Shops.

It is simple, neat and easy to use. Just follow the instructions. You won't believe it yourself. At the end of every week you have an accurate financial picture of your business.

Isn't this good for business?

*Our Business is to keep you in Business.*

available at

**NOSS STORES**

Lagos, Apapa, Ikeja, Kaduna, Benin, Warri and also UTC, Leventis and Glendbra Bookshop, Falomo.